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MUOULATlBN OF THE LEl’TDN PHUDUCTlON FUH THE 
CERN LEP PHE-INJECTUH 
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w: Unique features of the LEP Pre- 
inJector (LPI) machlne, first stage of the CEHN complex 
dealing with et Jew , lead to specific modulation 
techniques for the altarnate lepton production 
SChemoE. The LPI conslsts of both a Llnac pulsing up to 
100 Hn and an Accumulator adapted to the slower 
cycling of the CPS machlne. next stage of the lepton 
production. 

In addition to a well-known Pulse-to-Pulse- 
Modulatzon [PPMl OP the CPS. a multi-level sequencing 
device 1s needed to drive the LPI. Extra constraints 
come i'rom Ins-precise timing requirements for the Linac 
and lack oP dead time in the accumulator stacking 
process. 

After a description of the operating 
prrnclples, comes an analysis of the methods used to 
deal with slmultanaous slow and Past modulations; 
according to the CPS master requirements, a two-stage 

local sequencer drives alternate cycling of both the 
Accumulator and the Llnac production settings. Flnally. 
one standard scheme is presented to Illustrate the 
current possibilities of these modulatkons. 

lntroductlon 

The LPI consists ot a 500 Rev Llnac pulsing at 
100 Ha ILILI and an Accumulator IEPAI producing 
electrons or positrons for the CPS-SPS-LEP machine 
complex [fig.ll. The basic requirements for this 
production are the following: wlthln a repetltrve frame 
of a number of 1.2 set perrods, the LPI should 
provzde a Pew bunches of e‘ or e’ of a required Inten- 
srty. The 1.2 set period 1s called LIASIC PEHIUU (BYI 
and the frame, a SUPERCYCLE. Tn between those, a 
CYCLE consists of a number of ElPs separating two 
consecutive eJections. The 10 q sec Linac repetrtlon 
rate 1s referred to as LIL perlad [II. 

In the Linac, for et production, a high intensity 
e- beam, produced by an e- Gun IS accelerated to 200 
MsV, hits a Converter target which produces secondary 
low energy posltrans accelerated to 5UO MeV. The 
energies on the Converter and at the end of the Linac 
are controlled through the Hf phases In the 51X 

klystrons and through timings driving the saving and 

HF reference /ihe 

FIG. 1: THE LPI ACCElERATURS IN THE LEP CDWLEX 

restoring of Hf power In the LIPS cavities. for the 
e , the Converter 1s removed and a low intensity e- 
beam 1s produced by the Gun and accelerated through a 
defined set of accelerating sections to get to the same 
final energy as the e’ Despite a constant 100 HZ 
pulsing of all the LIL power equipments for thermal 
stability, tlmlng handling allows for an effectrve beam 
production rate ranging from 1 to 1UU Hz. 

On every cycle, the Linac bunches are inJeCted 

into the Accumulator on a bunch-to-bucket mode. 
Accumulatron to the required intensity is performed 
Into one to eight bunches. An Hf 19 MHz cavity compen- 
sates for energy losses due to Synchrotron Radia tion. 
The bean is stored for complete damping and eJected to 
the CPS on CPS request, also on a bunch-to-bucket mode 
In the following Cycle, accumulation may resume after 
a few millisecond dead time with the other particle 

tvpe 
As the same Gun, Llnac and Accumulator are 

used for both type of particles and various production 
schemes, the Pulse-to-Pulse Modulation IPPM) must deal 
with the tiun settings, the Converter posltlon, the 
Llnac accelerating system HP phases and txeings. the 
steering and focusing elements along the Linac and the 
inJectron lines, the Accumulator HF cavity phase and 
rnJectlon/eJectlon devices [bumpers, kickers. septal 
(Fig.2). All the Llnac tlmlngs as well as the fast 
lnjectlon and eJectl0l-l Ones are to be of a one- 
nanosecond absolute preclslon. 
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FIG. 2: T/i& LPI ILIL+EfAl LAYOUT WITH THE HAIN ELE!ftWS 



PPM Reallzatlon 

Standard PPM 

AS long as modulation 0CC"I‘S at the cycle 
rate, it 1s essentially an adaptation of the well known 
CEHN CPS standard PI'M I21 ln "se since 19BU A few 
changes were required by the LPI SpeClPlC constraints 
and by the local processors technological evolution 
[31 

'lhe CPS PPM 1s driven through the so-called 
PLS telegram 141. This telegram also drives the LPI 
central t lmlng and sequencing, for synchronlzatlon 
purpose through a local faclllty called Telegram Slave 
Unit (TSUI [51 Ilependlng on the CPS telegram, the TSU 
emits a serial telegram slmllar to the CPS one, 
contalnlng InformatIon about the PHESENT and NEXl 
cycles 

Although the standard PPH 1s effective on a 
cycle to cycle basis, It 1s worked out every Basic 
Period [l 2 $1 to allow for the updatlng of control and 
acquisition on very long cycles las on the operational 
10 BP e+ accumulation cycle]. 

This telegram drives the LPI modulation 
through: (see Fig 31, 

Software in the local urocessors Heal-time 
tasks are executed In a numoer ot local Camac 
microprocessors 161 called SMACCs. The PPM software 
modules In these SMACCs are drvlded into two groups of 
two real-time tasks 

- A first interrupt triggers a subroutlne 

that reads the LPI TSU telegram, stores the indicatlan 

about the PHESENT and the NEXT Cycles and sets the 
table pointers accordingly The end of this subroutIne 

starts a preparation task that builds up the contra1 
and acqulsltlon tables 

- A second interrupt starts the Camac access 

subroutlne, which uses the two previous tables. This 

task 1s kept very short to be executed as fast as 

possible Eventually, it starts the "arrangement task’ 

which transfers to the local data base column the 

acquired data for the PHESEN'I cycle. 

Timrnq decoders. Decoders built I” the LPI 

Central Timing modules enable or lnhlblt the output 
pulses according to one selected lnformatlon of the 

TSU telegram 
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The Fast Tlmlnq Seuuencer (FT.51 

Handling the LIL and EPA ln)ectlon 100 Hz 
rePetltlon rates to achieve va~lous productlon schemes 
and intensrtles requires a 10 ms-based modulation of 
those processes. This time scale 1s not suitable for 
software PPM but should be controlled by a faster 
specific hardware which 1s called Fast Tlmlng Sequencer 
fF'lS) [?I, 

The FTS uses the same hardware environment as 
the other SMACCs. It can drive via 64 sets of 4 para- 
lell lines, the dlfferent timrng modules used for the 
e- Gun , the LIL klystrons and the EPA inJectIon and 
ejection kickers. 

Each timing module consists of two ldentlcal 
chains - IY Mhz Camac counter (coarseI. plus a ns 
cable-delay [fine) - dellverlng pulses every 10 ms 'The 
two output pulses enter a device that selects one of 
the two channels, may add a 1 or 5 rns delay or inhibit 
the output pulse. The 4 FTS lines that control each 
module consist of: 

- et and e‘ lines to select one of the two 
channels, 

- an Inhibit line to disable the output, 
- a ProductionlOummy line which selects 

immediate or delayed output. 
This last facility is provided to keep a 

1OU Hz pulsing frequency regardless of the effective 
beam production rate 

The FTS also fulfills the following tasks: 
- It performs beam intensity control in EPA, 

via a feedback loop or a manual control, with a 
resolutron of one LIL bunch. 

- 1t delivers the EPA bucket numbering and 
emrts accordingly bursts of 19 MHz pulses used as a 
clock tar the LlL. lnJect.lon and ejection timing 
modules. 

- it drives the converter target mOVement5 

The FTS processor is table-driven: each TSU 
telegram determines a pair of tables that will be used 
for the next klas1.c t’eriod tloth of them consists cf 120 
time slots; each slat describes the status of the LPI 
elements for one LlL Period (Fig.41. Two real-time 
events allow for a fast swltchover between those two 
tabies, one of which 1s programmed for Accumulation 
[Production] and the other for Storage [Dummy). The 
same kind of process 1s also used to control the EPA 
beam lntenslty. 
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Tvnical Suuercvcle Heferences 

A typical supercycle consists of three cycle5 
1 . which are usea co proauce oeams for the Machine 

Developments of the CPS and SPS. Each of the cycles 1s 
defrned by edltlng Its TSU telegram. The supercycle 1s 
built as a sequence of these telegrams. For both types 
of particles an lntenslty level 1s then fined This 

Ill The LPl Beam Commlssionlng Team. First 
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tlrperience with the LEP Pre-InJector ILIJIJ, 
Proceedings of the IEEE Particle Accelerator 
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standard supercycle could be described by the foll 10’ wing 
[z] G.P Benlncasa. F. Gludlcl, P Srarek. Fast 

Synchronous Beam Property Hodulatlan using a 
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presented at the Particle Accelerator 
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table. 

CYCLE 

Cycle length 

InJ Freq. 

No. bunches 

EJ. scheme 

Svnchro el. 

lntenslty 

I 

I 
e 

Accumul. 
-- 

10 nlJ 

1UO Hz 

8 bunches 

1-3-b-I 

CPS 

.Z.lU" et 
-- 

l- c 

1 I 
On the first cycle, as soon as the required 

. . " intensity 1s reached, the LIL bUll goes to a Uummy 
state [trigger delayed by 1 msl. This state remains 
unchanged on the second cycle unt11 140 ms before 
ejection Then, the Converter 1s removed, the Klystron 
K4 is set to Uummy [tlmlng delayed by 5 msl, the LIL 
phases and steerlngs are set to e- values and the tiun 
current 1s decreased by a factor ot 1U. The EI'A 
lnjectlon elements are then swltched to their e- 
settings At the beglnnlng of the third cycle, the EPA 
RF cavltv phase and ejection elements settings are 
modlfled. The e- g u n pulses now alternately on 
ProductIon and on Dummy timings t 

PC 
obtain a 50 Hz beam 

praductlon rate. When the em Zx.lU particle number 1s 
achieved. the e storage mode 1s establlshed and th! 
PPM LIL parameters are switched back to their e 
values. 

e+ 
Storage 

e- 
Accumul. 

1 tlP 1 n1-’ 

No IIIJ. SU Hz 

4 bunches 

Z-4-6-6 

CPS 

6.1010e+l 

l-3-5-'/ 

CtJS 

Z.lU"e- 
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